Abstract This paper presents the development of a normal adjustment cell (NAC) in aero-robotic drilling to improve the quality of vertical drilling, by using an intelligent double-eccentric disk normal adjustment mechanism (2-EDNA), a spherical plain bearing and a floating compress module with sensors. After the surface normal vector is calculated based on the laser sensors' feedback, the 2-EDNA concept is conceived specifically to address the deviation of the spindle from the surface normal at the drilling point. Following the angle calculation, depending on the actual initial position, two precise eccentric disks (PEDs) with an identical eccentric radius are used to rotate with the appropriate angles using two high-resolution DC servomotors. The two PEDs will carry the spindle to coincide with the surface normal, keeping the vertex of the drill bit still to avoid repeated adjustment and position compensation. A series of experiments was conducted on an aeronautical drilling robot platform with a precise NAC. The effect of normal adjustment on bore diameter, drilling force, burr size, drilling heat, and tool wear was analyzed. The results validate that using the NAC in robotic drilling results in greatly improved vertical drilling quality and is attainable in terms of intelligence and accuracy.
Introduction
A normal adjustment cell is highly desirable in robotic drilling if vertical drilling quality is to be improved. Drilling in a deflective direction from the surface normal will result in lower drilling quality in terms of verticality and bore diameter, which could be catastrophic for the safety of aircraft. In recent years, many aircraft crashes have been attributed to fatigue cracks at the connecting holes of aircraft structures. 1 Propagation of the cracks is directly related to the normal stresses perpendicular to the surface of the aircraft, 2 so the quality of vertical drilling largely determines the safety and fatigue life of the aircraft. 3, 4 To enhance aircraft structural strength, improve fatigue life, and reduce the weight of the aircraft, many difficult-to-cut metals, such as titanium alloys, 5, 6 super alloys, 7 and composite structures, 8 have been adopted in the design of the modern aircraft, which makes it not only difficult to drill with stability, but difficult to repair. In particular, carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) are susceptive to a non-uniform drilling force when subjected to drilling along a deflective direction 9 ; this can result in interface delamination, which is considered to be among the major damage problems caused by drilling. 10, 11 The traditional method to guide the drilling direction along the surface normal is to use a drilling template, 12 which cannot satisfy the requirements of accurate and automated robotic drilling. For these reasons, a normal adjustment cell (NAC) for use in robotic drilling is a desired and challenging technology in automated aircraft assembly.
With the development of robotic technology, the use of robotic drilling in aircraft digital assembly has been of interest. A robotic drilling system based on an industrial robot has been widely used in drilling for different aircraft parts. [13] [14] [15] Moreover, the crawling drilling robots, such as MTorres and the Fatronik system, are now available [16] [17] [18] [19] and have become a hotspot of research, although the crawling designs have their own limitations and are not suited for all kinds of conditions. These designs require stiffness of the structure of the aircraft parts. To improve the drilling verticality, Electro Impact, in cooperation with Boeing, has developed the flex-track drilling robot. 20 This system can attach and conform to a curved surface, even with varying curvatures, to accurately drill and is considered to be a key technology. The system has gained wider attention because of a special probe mechanism and a variety of sensors that are used to create this functionality. 21, 22 To apply the verticality detection result into production, adjustment mechanism design of the surface normal is also another core technical feature. With regard to normal adjustment, there are mainly two approaches. 23 One is that each normal attitude of both the spindle and the work piece is adjusted, such as through the three-point bracket regulation algorithm. 24 This makes it difficult to meet the processing site's demand of drilling for a large work piece and real-time attitude adjustment. The other approach is that only the spindle realizes attitude adjustment, and in this case the four or five axes of the drilling apparatus are used to realize fine vertical adjustment of the spindle, 25 keeping the work piece still. However, this is not only expensive, but large in size, and the verticality of the spindle is adjusted by joint motions, 26, 27 which are small in terms of volume but long in the adjustment path. Most current commercial end effector systems are designed based on these two approaches: as shown in Table 1 , traditional mechanical structures require larger volumes or longer adjustment paths, and the unit weight for all commercial verticaldrilling end effectors is more than 100 kg. For all these reasons, the double eccentric disk normal-adjustment mechanism (2-EDNA) design was conceived to easily and accurately adjust the verticality of the spindle under the premise of keeping the vertex of the drill bit still and avoiding repeated adjustment, and the features of the mechanism also ensure the compact of the volume.
Basically, to achieve high drilling quality, automatic detection and adjustment of the surface normal are hot topics in all types of drilling robots, and in this paper we provide a newly designed NAC for robotic drilling that can adjust the spindle to coincide with the surface normal, keeping the vertex of the drill bit still to avoid repeated adjustment and position compensation. In addition, a floating compress module is set to supply the surface normal vector detection. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the working procedure of the major function modules in robotic drilling processing for aerostructures. Section 3 describes the innovative mechanism design of a drilling end effector, especially the NAC part. In Section 4, the adjustment algorithm applied by 2-EDNA is presented, followed by the experiment and results analysis in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the work.
System overview
Based on the requirements of aero-robotic drilling for aerostructures, we present a newly designed end effector with an intelligent normal adjustment cell (NAC) that relies on a double-eccentric disk normal adjustment mechanism (2-EDNA) to accomplish surface normal adjustment, using a surface normal measuring module to achieve the rotation angle of the NAC. The whole process of normal adjustment can then be carried out automatically. Drilling efficiency is improved and drilling accuracy is ensured. The initial version of the NAC drilling system was constructed in 2013, 28, 29 and its 2-EDNA design was the first of its kind. As with the earlier version, our updated system must still be optimized to solve several weaknesses (e.g., the 2-EDNAs transmitting gear does not To solve all the weaknesses in the initial version some mechanisms were redesigned to provide better stability and wider applicability, and several additional sensors were added to provide greater accuracy. To improve the adjustment angle accuracy of the NAC system, two absolute encoders were fitted to the 2-EDNAs, and they interfaced with the tilt sensor to verify the spindle's actual posture; a spherical plain bearing sits in the lower part of the NAC to constrain its motion, and multiple spherical supporters made of super wear-resistant materials have also been added. To achieve a reliable surface-normal vector on high-curvature surfaces, a floating-compress module has been added to the bottom of the end effector. After being fitted with the surface surrounding the drill point, three points of the compress module's upper surface were measured using three laser-range sensors, and the testing values were translated into the surface-normal vector. Additionally, other sensors, including a linear encoder and linear-displacement transducer (LDT), were added to ensure feeding distance and countersinking accuracy. Before the drilling robot starts, the drilling point is marked. Once the system starts, the marker will be captured by a visual positioning system and its center will be positioned. According to the obtained coordinates, the end effector is driven to move so that the axis of the spindle passes through the drilling point. The surface normal vector of the drilling point is measured using three laser range sensors, as soon as the end effector stops moving. All these coordinates are fed back to the controller to calculate the unit's surface normal vector at the drilling point (Fig. 1) . Using the unit's surface normal vector, the rotation angles of the large and small precise eccentric disks (PEDs) can be calculated. Then the controller will issue instructions to drive two high-resolution DC servomotors (DC-SM), which can carry two PEDs, to rotate with respective angles in the form of a gear drive. Owing to the eccentricity of the two PEDs and the support from the ball joint, the spindle inset of the small PED is carried to anywhere within the adjustment area of ±5°. The motion of the two PEDs is closed-loop controlled with encoder feedback. Ultimately, the axis of the spindle coincides with the surface normal at the drilling point.
The deviation between the surface normal and the axis of the spindle was detected by the three laser sensors. If the deviation is less than 0.4°, the drilling begins; otherwise, the spindle is adjusted by the NAC to drill in the surface normal direction. The intelligent NAC is conducive to robotic drilling.
Innovative design of drilling end effector
To accurately adjust the spindle normally with a compact mechanism the NAC is designed to receive the servo circular-motion mechanism with two PEDs and a spherical plain bearing, as shown in Fig. 2 . With these constraints, the end of the spindle can arrive at every point on a certain area of spherical surface such that O sp is the center and D the diameter based on posture adjustments, which finely adjust the two rotating degrees of freedom (DOFs); R x and R y , in the axial direction. O 0 is the center of the large PED, point O 1 the center of the small PED, and point O 2 the normal adjustment position. h is the adjustment angle. Meanwhile, the NAC provides the drill its axial feed.
The end effector is mounted on an industrial robot, KR210R2700 extra, while the NAC is placed inside the frame. All components, including the 2-EDNA, spindle motor, drill clamp, and drill bit are situated on a spherical surface of the spherical plain thrust bearing at the lower portion of the end effector. The center of the spherical plain thrust bearing coincides with vertex O sp of the drill bit to keep point O sp still when adjusting, avoiding repeated measurement and adjustment, and therefore, no position compensation.
The drilling tail shaft at the rear end of the spindle, which is co-axial with the axis of the drill bit, passes through a linear ball bearing. There are two PEDs with an identical eccentric radius r. The small one, in which the self-lubricating spherical plain bearing is situated, is embedded in the large one and can rotate freely. When these two PEDs rotate to an appropriate angle along a certain direction (clockwise or anticlockwise) from the initial position, constant angle adjustment of the To keep the point O sp coinciding with the drilling position as in the theoretical presentation, it is required to achieve the actual distance between the top of the drilling bit and the work piece surface. Also, during the compress processing, the cylinder extending distance varies with different work piece deformations. To accurately control the feeding distance of the spindle, an LDT is added to the compress module to calculate the pressing distance, and a linear encoder is used to test the real feeding distance of the feed motor (Fig. 3) . In addition to the feedback systems described above, a self-designed testing unit is used to measure the distance between the drill clamp bottoms and the top of the drilling bit after each reassembly of the drilling bit. Four motors are setting inside the end effector, including two adjustment motors, one spindle motor and one feed motor. The parameters of the motors are listed in the Table 2 .
Adjustment algorithm of NAC
As Fig. 4 shows, the distance between the drill bit's vertex and adjustment plane p for the two PEDs is expressed as D, which is 570 mm, based on motor selection, spindle design, feeddistance requirements and several other design details. Based on the surface normal vector at the drilling point calculated by feedback from the three lasers, the normal adjustment position O 2 at plane p can be obtained. L is the distance between the drilling point P and the point O 2 .
To analyze the relationship between the normal adjustment angle and the rotation angle of the two PEDs, we simplified the normal adjustment schematic diagram into the two PEDs model (see Fig. 5 ).
The two PEDs have an identical eccentric radius r (Fig. 5 ). The small PED is mounted within the eccentric circle of the large PED, around whose center the small PED can rotate New design of a compact aero-robotic drilling end effector: An experimental analysisfreely. The drilling tail shaft of the spindle passes through the eccentric circle of the small PED. When adjusting, the spindle will be carried to normal adjustment position O 2 .
In the initial state, point O 2 coincides with center O 0 of the large PED, and point O 1 is on the x axis. When points O 0 , O 1 , and O 2 are collinear, the maximum adjustment distance is reached, namely, radius R max = 2r. In the 2-EDNA cell, distance D is 570 mm, so the maximum adjustment angle u can be obtained as
where r = 25 mm. Hence, the maximum adjustment area of 2-EDNA is ±5°. The two disks' external diameters are 200 mm and 94 mm, respectively, whose measurements are based on mechanism-space requirements and the NAC motor's external dimensions.
To know how many angles the two PEDs rotate, one must determine angles a and b. Without loss of generality, suppose that point O 2 in Fig. 5 is the normal adjustment position. The coordinate of point O 2 can then be written as
Solving Eq. (2) 
After the angles a and b are obtained, the two PEDs are driven by the DC-SM to achieve the respective target angles, and the spindle can be adjusted to drill along the surface normal direction toward the drilling point. However, to increase the efficiency, it is necessary to apply the attitude adjustment continuously and without return to the initial position, and the algorithm of attitude adjustment should take the current posture as the zero position.
Before the adjustment, the on-time posture of the PEDs is achieved by the calculation based on the two absolute encoders. Each of the PEDs has three gears and the gear numbers are Z 1 = 28, Z 2 = 32, Z 3 = 98 for the big PED, and Z 
Putting a and b obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (2), the on-time coordinate point position can be achieved and treated as the original position. Both eccentric disks have two directions, clockwise and counterclockwise. For the same target position, the PEDs always have two paths to arrive at the posture. As shown in Fig. 6 , O 2 is the current position of the spherical plain bearing, and O 0 2 is the target position. For O 0 2 , both path 1 and path 2 shown by the solid line and dotted line, can reach the target. For the same reason, the mathematical equation of the corresponding rotation angle also has multiple solutions. In our case, determining the optimal rotation angles of the two PEDs for higher efficiency is the target.
Based on the simplified model of Fig. 6 , we try to establish the plane coordinate system of the double eccentric disks in the current posture to achieve the optimal rotation angles a t and b t of the two PEDs. As shown in Fig. 7 
By solving the inverse trigonometric function, the solution of a t can be achieved as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
From the function, we can always get two absolute values of the solution; to improve the efficiency, the lower value of a t is the preferred solution, in which a t = min(|a t1 |, |a t2 |). After that, we used a simple method to solve the value of b t . As shown in Fig. 7 , the rotation angle b t is the intersection angle between two vectors O 1 O 2 and x 2 axis, which can be achieved by the standard equation in which R 12 represents the rotation transformation matrix from the x 1 Oy 1 coordinate system to the x 2 Oy 2 coordinate system. And according to Fig. 7 , the coordinates of O 1 in the x 1 Oy 1 coordinate system are
Substituting the two a t values obtained from Eq. (7) into Eqs. (8)- (10) can achieve two corresponding b t values. Two group solutions are further substituted into Eq. (6) to verify the optimized solution by comparing the consistency of the result and the target coordinate. a t and b t represent the optimal rotation angles of the big PED and small PED separately.
Experimental results and analysis
A drilling experiment, which takes the NAC of the spindle into account, was conducted on an industrial drilling robot platform (see Fig. 8 ). The experiment was conducted by drilling aircraft skin made of different materials, such as aluminum alloy (Al), CFRP, and titanium alloy (Ti) using the NAC. After the experiment, the effect of the NAC on drilling quality, drilling force, thermal damage and drilling tools was analyzed separately.
Drilling experiment using NAC
High-quality and automated drilling is the ultimate purpose of the NAC. Al, Ti and CFRP were selected as the drilling materials to be drilled by the aero-drilling robot using the NAC. Based on the three laser's distance feedback results (d 1 , d 2 ,  d 3 ) , the surface normal vector can be calculated, and three sets of normal adjustment data for Al, Ti, and CFRP were determined, as listed in Table 3 . The controller then issued commands to drive two DC-SMs, which rotated the two PEDs to their respective angles. As a result, the spindle realizes three-dimensional space motion, which is a coning motion. Ultimately, the axis of the spindle coincides with the surface normal, keeping the vertex of the drill bit still and avoiding repeated adjustments.
Depending on different materials, different drilling parameters need to be set as follows and then the robot accomplishes drilling.
(1) Drilling for aluminumA combined carbide drill and countersink tool was used to drill the Al, whose thickness is 6 mm. The diameter of the drilling part is 6 mm, the taper angle of the countersinking part is 100°and the countersinking depth is 2 mm. (2) Drilling for CFRPThe thickness of the CFRP is 8 mm and the ultimate diameter is 12 mm. We present two processes-drilling and reaming. The spindle speed was set at 6000 r/min in drilling, but 1000 r/min for reaming. For both drilling and reaming, the feed speed is 25 mm/r. (3) Drilling for titaniumSimilar to drilling for CFRP, the thickness of the Ti is 8 mm and the ultimate diameter is 12 mm. We also present the same processes as those for CFRP-drilling and reaming. For drilling, the spindle speed was set as 800 r/min and the feed speed is 10 mm/min. When reaming, the spindle speed is 1000 r/min and the feed speed is 25 mm/min.
The drilling results are shown in Fig. 9 . All holes were within ''H8", which demonstrates that the NAC is feasible and accurate. The differences between drilling with or without NAC were compared in the following text, and the bore diameter tolerance, the drilling force, the drilling heat, the burr height and the drill bit service life were chosen as the main features. 
Effect of normal adjustment on bore diameter
The deviation of the spindle can result in an elliptical hole, which will affect the aircraft assembly. Fig. 10 shows the diameters of the holes drilled by robotic drilling with the NAC and without the NAC, and for ease of comparison, Ti and CFRP are chosen for the same bore diameter. By using the NAC, the maximal bore diameter is 12.014 mm and the minimal value is 12.008 mm for CFRP, concluding that the tolerance is 0.006 mm; for Ti, the maximal bore diameter is 12.019 mm and the minimal value is 12.012 mm, concluding that the tolerance is 0.007 mm. All of these were applied within ''£12H8" and with improved circularity of the drilling. Without the NAC, the tolerance was increased to 0.042 mm for CFRP and the tolerance is 0.028 mm for Ti, which is not acceptable. The Al presents a similar situation, without the NAC the tolerance was increased from 0.008 mm to 0.024 mm.
Effect of normal adjustment on cutting force
The deviation of the spindle could extremely affect the drilling force, which has a significant influence on drilling quality factors, such as flank wear, surface roughness, bore diameter and the height of burr. In the test of the 6 mm thick Al for 6 mm drilling diameter ( Fig. 11(a) ), without the normal adjustment, the maximal axial force F z during the ordinary drilling process achieves 39 N. However, due to the deviation of the axis of the drill bit, the radial force F x and the tangential force F y also increase, which inevitably leads to bending deformation of the drill bit and an influence on the drilled bore diameter. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , the robotic drilling using the NAC reduces the radial force F x and the tangential force F y to 8 N and 10 N, respectively. And the maximal axial force F z is reduced to 32 N. In addition, within the approaching process of stage 'ab' and the retracting process of stage 'bc', shown Fig. 9 Robot drilling effect for Al, CFRP and Ti using NAC. Fig. 10 Bore diameter analysis of CFRP and Ti drilled after attitude adjustment using a NAC.
in Fig. 11(b) , the force values become smoother. All these prove the superiority of the normal adjustment. Further experiments will be applied to more materials with different thicknesses.
Effect of normal adjustment on drilling heat
We chose the Al with 6 mm thickness to analyze the drilling heat effect of the hole wall. Fig. 12 shows the drilling heat images for ordinary drilling and robotic drilling with attitude adjustment. Both Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) show that the images amplified 100 times (left) and 500 times (right). From the images in Fig. 12(a) , we see that there is a cycle of black trace burns on the hole wall in the ordinary drilling process without the NAC, which is because there is much drilling heat that leads to severe surface thermal damage of the holes. However, there is little drilling heat in robotic drilling with the NAC. So, robotic drilling with the NAC can decrease the drilling temperature and improve the surface quality of the holes. In addition, the decrease in drilling heat can significantly improve the stress distribution on the surface of the holes, helping to avoid tiny cracks and increase the fatigue strength of the holes. More images will be taken to prove this conclusion on more materials.
Effect of normal adjustment on height of burr
While drilling, the deviation of the spindle will cause uncertain-force values at the hole's exit, generating an uneven burr height around the exit. In fatigue testing, the burr is always one source of cracks and a shorter burr can improve the fatigue life and achieve better connection quality. The illustrations of the burr around the exit with and without NAC adjustment are shown in Fig. 13(a) , in the test of the 6 mm thick Al with 6 mm drilling diameter. As shown in Fig. 13  (b) , the burr at the half-side pressed greatly was high (round dot) and the highest burr is 274 lm. However, at the halfside pressed little, the shortest burr is 105 lm. If the spindle is adjusted through the NAC before drilling, the height of the burr will be remarkably decreased, as the diamond markers, and the average height of the burr is only 103 lm, which also proves the essentiality of the normal adjustment. The same test in further experiments will be applied to more materials with different sizes. Similar testing results appeared with the 8 mm thick Ti for 12 mm drilling diameter, where the burr height was between 100 and 180 lm with the NAC system and decreased more than half.
Effect of normal adjustment on drilling tool
We used the same two drill bits to drill 8 mm thickness Ti 10 times; the spindle-rotation speed is 1000 r/min. We then compared the two drill bits and found that the surface of the drill bit in Fig. 14(a) was burned severely and a slight smoking and penetrating smell could be noticed during the drilling process using ordinary drilling. However, the surface of the drill bit in Fig. 14(b) , which was used in the robotic drilling with the NAC, remained in good condition except for some coating flakes. Obviously, the robotic drilling with the NAC can prolong the service life of the drill bit and decrease the processing costs.
Conclusions
This paper presents a newly designed aero-robotic drilling end effector with an intelligent normal adjustment cell. The major components of the NAC system include an intelligent doubleeccentric disk normal adjustment mechanism (2-EDNA), a spherical plain bearing to constrain the adjustment motion, and a floating compress module with three laser sensors to detect the surface normal vector. In addition, five other sensors are used to monitor the feeding distance for all the postures.
After the floating compress module was fitted to the drilling surface, the surface normal vector was calculated based on the three laser's feedback. Based on the units surface's normal vector, the rotation angle a and b of two PEDs of the 2-EDNA can be obtained, although the angle calculation is dependent on the actual initial position. Once the two high-resolution DC servomotors drive the two PEDs to rotate with appropriate angles, the spindle will be considered as coinciding with the surface normal, keeping the vertex of the drill bit still to avoid repeated adjustment and position compensation. 2-EDNA is responsible for the normal adjustment of the spindle, which can realize an adjustment of ±5°around the spindle. Two absolute encoders and one tilt sensor are used to achieve closed-loop control for accuracy.
Three groups of experiments were applied to proving that the NAC system can improve the drilling quality by decreasing the drilling force, and Al, Ti, and CFRP were selected as the commonly used aeromaterials. The processing parameters, including the bore diameter and thicknesses were chosen for application requirements. The results show that the tolerance of the bore diameter for all three conditions decreased significantly with the NAC optimization. In the drilling force analysis, we took 6 mm thick Al as a sample, and the result showed that the radial force F x , the tangential force F y and the maximal axial force F z appeared significant reduction for the robotic drilling using the NAC, and the force during the whole process also became smoother. Further microstructure images of the Al drilling hole wall with and without the NAC proved that the heating effect is less with the NAC technology. The average height of the exit burr for Al and Ti was also tested, and it was halftime shorter when adjusted. With less force and a lower temperature, better surface quality of the drill bit was maintained with the NAC. All the experiment analyses indicate that the NAC policies presented in this paper showed obvious superiority compared with the ordinary methodology, and better safety and fatigue life can be achieved with the connecting holes.
Compared with the first version of the drilling system, the new spherical plain-bearing design, which allows for motion adjustments and is optimized for the spindle's structure, provides better drilling stability during drilling processes especially after long periods of use. Moreover, the floating compressmodule design made the laser-feedback data more reliable Fig. 13 Effect of normal-adjustment using NAC on exit burr height. for large-curvature objects, thereby increasing the number of possible applications.
With this compact and dexterous NAC system, the whole end effector becomes light, weighing only 60 kg, and becomes stable and accurate at the same time. More test is required and the next step in the research is to prove the properties of more materials with different diameters and thicknesses, including the laminated materials processing parameters. Also, the service life of the equipment needs a longer duration of use to prove the results.
